
Summer Session One: Workshop Descriptions 
June 15 - 18 & June 22 - 25, Monday - Thursday   l   9am-4pm   l   Ages 5-14  
  
  

Adventures in Art 
Instructor: Linda 

In this class, artists can freely express their creativity, inventiveness, wacky sense of humor and               

aesthetics in this process-focused art class. The emphasis will be on enjoying the ride, personal               

expression, and experimentation with materials that can all be found right in the comfort of your                

home! 

 

 

Create Your Own Children’s Book 
Instructor: Brittany 

This class gives students the opportunity to write and illustrate their own children’s book. We will                
explore the genre of picture books and discuss the elements that make this type of book shine.                 
Students will engage in the creative process by brainstorming ideas, creating an outline, and then               
setting to work on their book. Students will also have the opportunity to share throughout the                
process if they would like to! 
 

 

Dungeons and Dragons 
Instructor: Josh  

Embark on an epic adventure to save the princess!.. or find treasures of untold value... or maybe just                  

become the ruler of the world. Dungeons & Dragons is a team-oriented role-playing game where               

students get to explore their individuality and creativity. We will take on alternative personas and               

work together to overcome challenges with a combination of strategy, teamwork, and imagination.  
 

 

Deal Me In 
Instructor: Josh  

Hit or Stand? Call or fold!? This workshop will engage students in a variety of strategic & fun card                   

games like Uno, Blackjack, Poker, and more! We will discuss how to analyze the best play in any                  

situation using mathematical & psychological principles. Not only will everyone take away some new              

skills from this workshop, but we will also have a great time getting together and playing some                 

cards!  

 

 

Free FLow Art 
Instructor:Tommy   

Tints, tones, shades, basic color mixing, textures - an artist could take a lifetime exploring colors!                

Fear not creative kids, it doesn’t take any special skills to start! All you really need are some supplies,                   

imagination and the willingness to have fun and make a mess. Get ready to go with your feelings and                   
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express who you are or what you love on paper or canvas. 
 
Game On! 
Instructor: Nathan  

A little extra time on your hands? Let's learn a few new games that will keep you busy for                   

hours on end! It's time to fight back against boredom with creative games where we can                

sneak in some educational value as well! All we'll need is a deck of cards and willingness to                  

have a good time! Let's go friends, it's Game ON time! 

 
Little Chemists 
Instructor: Nathan  

In this class we will be performing science experiments every day! We will carefully accumulate our                

supplies, detail each experiment, document our results, and dive into how chemicals react to each               

other and why. Students will have an opportunity to safely navigate the world of tiny unseen                

chemicals performing science experiments that are so cool the hardest part will be convincing the               

kids it's not magic! Put your safety goggles on and come with me on a scientific ride of a lifetime! 

 
Mind Odyssey 
Instructor: Linda  

There is never just one answer to a problem. This workshop will challenge your brains to think                 

creatively and innovate as they solve a variety of verbal and hands-on puzzles. You will use all your                  

engineering, as well as art, skills to complete tasks using everyday objects in a set time limit. Ready,                  

get set,....create! 

 

 

Sew Important 
Instructor: Kara  

You are Sew Important! In this class we are going to spread some love and joy to the people that                    

need to know how important they are! How are we going to do that, you ask? We will be sewing                    

cute and fun felt stuffies… and personally sending them through the mail to our local heroes like                 

healthcare, police officers, the post office, or to anyone that needs to hear “You are SEW                

Important”!  

 

 

Stayin’ Fit  
Instructor: Kara 
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Ready to get your groove on, stay super strong, and have fun with friends? Let’s do all of that!                   

Exercisers will stay focused but have fun as we move and groove to a 45 minute full body workout                   

and a 5 minute “brain chill” Let’s, go!  

 

 

 

Storybook Theater  
Instructor: Jessie 

Books! Books! Books! This class is for all those who love silly, awesome, unique and inspiring                

children's literature. We will take some of my very favorite stories and turn them into               

collaborative online theater adventures with Shadow puppets, Cardboard theaters,         

costumes and more! Join us for this journey into the fabulous land of stories! 


